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Dear Ministers and Commissioner Vella,
The Mediterranean is synonymous with a culture that celebrates food and the sea. It
is part of our identity, critical to our way of life - we depend on sustainable, fresh
seafood and a healthy sea. However, decades of intense overfishing in the
Mediterranean has decimated fish stocks, threatening this culture and forcing us to
consider a future without fish.
This week, EU Environment, Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Commissioner Karmenu
Vella welcomes world leaders to Our Ocean conference in Malta. By inviting high
profile guests from around the world to his home country, Commissioner Vella hopes
to attract international praise for European nations by focusing the conference on
ocean governance and plastic pollution.
But Mediterranean waters surrounding Malta have little to celebrate. It’s currently
estimated that the Mediterranean EU stocks are 96% overfished, and the sea is the
sorriest example of the EU’s failure to effectively implement the pillars of the
Common Fisheries Policy and to end overfishing.
Mediterranean fisheries still have a chance. They may be 96% overfished, but if
urgent action is taken to halt their overexploitation, these fish stocks have a good
chance of rebounding to more sustainable levels by 2020. What’s needed is political
will from Mediterranean’s EU nations to take real action, and to take it now, before,
it’s too late.
Despite last April’s signing in Malta of the Medfish4ever Declaration by
Mediterranean leaders, EU governments - especially those with Mediterranean
waters, such as yours - are failing to deliver the urgent action required to prevent the
collapse of not just the fishing business, but the entire Mediterranean ecosystem.
While Our Ocean focusses on the global ocean, EU fisheries ministers and
Commissioner Vella must look closer to home, and put your own houses in order.
As chefs who depend on the future health of Mediterranean fisheries, we’re calling
on you to take urgent, concrete measures that will conserve, protect and manage the
marine resources that not only feed us, but have sustained culture for millennia.
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